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– CREEK TO
BAY DAY – Meet at the Amphitheater across
from Henry J. KaiserAudtitorium!
The Lake Merritt Institute will hold its annual Creek to Bay Day lake
cleanup on Saturday September 15th. The usual check-in point has been moved
because Bellevue Avenue will be crowded with Dragon Boat Race activities
also scheduled for September 15th. Please meet up at the Lake Merritt
Amphiteater between 12th Street and 1st Ave. on Lake Merritt Blvd.
Arrive at 9:00 a.m. to join the fun. LMI’s Director James Robinson, LMI staff and Volunteers will provide
equipment, orientation and inspiration for cleaning the lake.
Be a part of it! LOVE YOUR LAKE! .........

YIKES! BIKES!
In Oakland, we have become accustomed to the sight and sound of fellow citizens whizzing by on EScooters, or “Shared Mobility Vehicles”. The scooters can be rented by anyone with the App on their
Smartphone and a credit card for $1 and usually 15 cents a minute. The City welcomes the scooters as a way
to promote inclusion, racial equity, traffic safety, equitable access to services, increased use of public
transportation (less air pollution) and to provide employment opportunities and economic development.
Lake Merritt seems to be a favorite place to
ride E-Scooters and, alas, this has led to a new
source of trash and water pollution in our lake.
Scores of scooters are ending up in the Lake
weekly.
Lake Merritt Institute Director James
Robinson says that the scooters have put an
increasing burden on his Clean Lake Program
which already removes hundreds of pounds of
E-Scooter riders; City of Oakland Photo. trash each week from the shoreline. James
adds, “It’s important to know that these scooters have batteries on them that they
are potentially very harmful to the lake and its marine inhabitants.”

LMI volunteer pulls a
scooter from the Lake.

LMI IN AUGUST: 1,440 lbs. of trash were removed from the lake in August totaling 18,820
pounds total so far in 2018! LMI Director James Robinson and LMI Staff hosted 74 volunteers, made 2
educational presentations. (0.00” rain recorded by LMI rain gauge).

(bikes continued)
The Department of Transportation’s Shared Mobility Advisory
Committee met on August 28th with companies offering EScooters (Lime, Bird and Skip). While the companies did not
directly address the problem of scooters dumped in the lake, they
said that they would retrieve scooters within 24 hours when
notified. However, as James noted, the retrieval time needs to be
shorter. If a scooter is left for over 7 hours, there is a big chance
that it will be thrown back into the lake. A locking mechanism
that ensures that a scooter will stay in place once parked might
reduce some of the problem. There should be a protocol that
actively discourages users from throwing scooters into the lake
and compensation provided to the Lake Merritt Institute for the Meeting of Shared Mobility Advisory Committee
time and effort needed to retrieve and store the bikes.

Nature Notes:
Lake Merritt is full of beautiful surprises for the amateur naturalist willing to take a careful look under a rock
or on a lamp-post late at night.

Photo by John Kirkmire

 Barn Owl atop lamp post– Barn Owls (Tyto alba) are efficient
predators on small mammals such as rats and mice and have been
advocated for use as urban biological control agents. It is claimed
that one owl will eat up to six rats/night and a pair up to 2,000 per
year! The widespread use of rat poisons, which also harm owls and
other wildlife, has limited the effectiveness of this approach to rat
control.
John Kirkmire, of lakemerritt.org, recently realized his ambition
to photograph a Barn Owl for his Birds of Merritt visual guide.
Beautiful photo, congratulations, John.
Naturalist, Damon Tighe and Laney College Professor Michelle Forman
and her students turned up two interesting invertebrate critters during a field trip
to explore the life of Lake Merritt. They spotted possibly the first ever
pycnogonid, or sea spider, in Lake Merritt. They also found a segmented worm
(left) that appears to have flames streaming from its tail. It is a non-native
polychaete from Japan called Megasyllis nipponica. The worms have been
found on marine debris and in dock fouling communities. Male and female
worms live on the bottom, but bud off specially modified portions of their
posteriors equipped with swimming bristles and eyes to carry their sperm or
eggs to the surface. The eggs and sperm are released at night and fertilization
ensues in the open water.
“You can see the epitoke getting ready to bud off!” said Damon. “Should see the
epitokes swimming around the next full moon!”

Lake Merritt is full of natural wonders and new discoveries to be made about
biodiversity. You can explore further on iNaturalist.org online and maybe soon
Enlarged
in displays and activities at the Rotary Nature Center when it opens.

CLIMATE CORNER: Why Don’t We Have a Carbon Tax?
A Guest editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey
Yale University has a program on climate change communications. As part of their research, they frequently
conduct national polls, and ask a variety of questions. For the map shown below, the question was: “How
much do you support or oppose the following policies? Require fossil fuel companies to pay a carbon tax
and use the money to reduce other taxes (such as income tax) by an equal amount.” This map shows the
results by congressional district. The data, survey questions, methodology etc. can be found at:
http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us-2018/?est=reducetax&type=value&geo=county

You probably have not been following the issue, which is not surprising since, sadly, carbon taxes don’t
make the news very often. The results may surprise you. In 2018, sixty eight percent of adults age 25 and
older in the United States answered “Yes” to this question.
In only four states, Kentucky, West Virginia, Wyoming and North Dakota (which are all coal or natural gas
producing states) was the support for such a carbon tax below 60%. Perhaps even more surprising is that
support is 50 – 70+% in every congressional district, as shown below. As poll results go, this is a landslide.

Estimated % of adults who support taxing fossil fuel companies while equally reducing other taxes, 2018.
The data clearly show that adults in America prefer a carbon tax to income taxes. This is quite logical since
taxes should be used to diminish bad things (such as climate change and pollution) rather than good things
(like income).
Given these results, and the fact that economists widely agree that such a measure is the best way to slow
disruptive climate change, why is our federal government resisting such a change? Every person might
answer this question differently, perhaps ranging from opposition by current leaders of Congress, to the
overbearing influence of the fossil fuel industry, to manipulation by right wing political groups (check out
the Heartland Institute’s policies, which blatantly demand subsidies for fossil fuels!). Perhaps the most
likely answer is that the current executive branch of the government is opposed to it; or all of the above.

However, as the maps show, change (along with increasing levels of carbon dioxide) is in the wind.
Unfortunately, despite public opinion, our climate is changing faster than political will. But you can help.
To create the political will for climate solutions by enabling individual breakthroughs in the exercise of
personal and political power, join the Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL); https://citizensclimatelobby.org/
To attend a forum on “The Business Case for a Carbon Tax”: https://www.carbontaxforum.com/what-we-do/

HIGH Summer at Lake Merritt

By Hilary Powers – Golden Gate Audubon Society

13 happy birders who turned out for what was supposed to be the
quietest 4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon walk of the year
enjoyed a truly glorious day – overcast but calm and pleasantly
cool, and full of birds: 37 species (10 more than last August),
including a Green Heron that flew in and posed on one of the
upright logs supporting a near island and then turned to provide a
view of the other side, and a Great Blue Heron that landed in a
pine farther back but in easy view as it preened every feather. “I
didn’t think they could do that with their necks!” said one of the
group; “No hands,” said another, “He’s got to get that beak
absolutely everywhere.” (Which isn’t quite true – much of the
neck is out of reach of the beak no matter how the bird twists, but
that’s what claws are for.)

Wilson's Warbler; Wikipedia

We had Black-crowned Night-Herons of all ages, too many Snowy Egrets to count, and several Great Egrets
standing close enough for a good comparison of the two shining white birds. The Pied-billed Grebes were
out in force, many in their demure breeding plumage – still mostly all
brown, but a better, more interesting brindled brown, with a black bib and properly pied black and white
beaks. Both pelican species appeared again, along with a horde of young Double-crested Cormorants fishing
around the islands and the traditional female Kingfisher (which swallowed a fish while someone was
watching through one of the scopes).

Western Kingbird; Wikipedia

Either the resident Western Bluebirds managed to fledge a whole
lot of nestlings or we had more than one family this year – the
Ring of Lights and the lawn at the far end of the floats were
jumping with baby bluebirds; I think I saw six at once, and it felt
like there were as many more. Only one proud papa, though....
One of the oaks in the area – besides hosting bluebirds – offered
chickadees and titmice and at least one Bushtit, along with a
Nuttall’s Woodpecker (or possibly two) and a yellow birdlet that
might have been an Orange-crowned Warbler. (If a bird is yellow
but not too bright and has no distinguishing marks, it’s probably
Orange-crowned, the crown being out of sight almost all the
time.)

I was with the last few birders to reach the Garden Center garden – and so privileged to see the Wilson’s
Warbler (screaming yellow with a black cap like a yarmulke) in the twisty-based bird bath. We called for the
rest to come back and join us, but a squirrel chased it away before they returned, so they missed out on the
second of these birds ever recorded on the 4th Wednesday walk (and the only one since November 2013).

And the walk wasn’t over. One of the dying pines near the Monkey Puzzle tree had not one but two adult
hawks sitting in it: Cooper’s and Red-shouldered. That was a treat, but meant that the platform under the
trees – usually one of our main birding spots – had no birds at all,
since none of the usual company wanted to do lunch with a hawk... but the walk still wasn’t over....
The rock fountain in the sensory garden had a crowd of House Finches and Lesser Goldfinches jumping
between the water and the branches overhead, while assorted Anna’s Hummingbirds buzzed around. And the
walk wasn’t over.... Up at the top of one of the half-bare birches perched a near-robin-sized gray bird with a
yellow breast and a heavy black bill: after much discussion, comparison of various books to a photo one of
the group caught, and a good second look (it left and returned), we decided we were looking at the secondever Western Kingbird for the walk, the first having appeared in March 2012.
And that was a grand cap for a truly grand day at Lake Merritt, where every day is a good day but few so
unexpectedly fine as this one....
***AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE: Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of
the month for a free “Birdwalk” at the lake. Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30
a.m. for what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.***

– COMMUNITY MEETING – Homeless Crisis at Lake Merritt
Councilmembers Guillén and Gibson McElhaney invite you to join a community conversation with staff
from the City Administrator’s office to learn more about efforts to address homelessness around Lake Merritt
and get your feedback on a proposed plan for a “community cabin village” (navigation center) that the City
is considering for the parking lot at the Henry J. Kaiser Auditorium.
Thursday, September 13 6:00-7:30 pm at Lake Merritt United Methodist Church, 1330 Lakeshore Ave.
Letter to Tidings Editor from Lake Merritt Institute Founder Dr. Richard Bailey:
“I support the shelter concept, but having heard that a location
(the Kaiser Convention Center) by the Lake Merritt Channel is a
potential site for such a shelter village, I must object to using that
location. Due to the natural values of the channel, it is
incompatible with the construction of homeless housing. Tidal
flows carry anything (trash, etc.) draining into the channel to
both Lake Merritt, and the Oakland Inner Harbor, thus
dispersing it to a wider area. What happens around the channel
does not stay in the channel. This tidal slough is critical wildlife
habitat in an area where it is severely limited. Water quality in
the channel and Lake Merritt needs to be protected. The shelters need to be constructed elsewhere.
Elsewhere should be a portion of the parking lot at the Oakland Coliseum, soon to be vacated by the
Oakland Warriors.”
Dr. Bailey’s full letter to Mayor Libby Schaaf and additional information about the meeting is in the email version of
The Tidings and is available at lakemerrittt.org.

EDITOR: Katie Noonan-“The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI) entirely with private funding donated
to LMI, and not with funds from the City of Oakland. To contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website
(lakemerrittinstitute.org) or send a check to: Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA 94610-5026. LMI is a
California State non-profit corporation; IRS Code 501(c)(3): EIN 94-3214160

THANK YOU TO OUR AUGUST VOLUNTEERS! Volunteer groups in August included Clark
Construction, Kaiser Permanente, Our U-Clean-It self-organized teams, and the LMI A-TEAM regulars. We
appreciate your efforts and community spirit. Great Job!

Kaiser Permanente

Betsy Schultz, Oakland Emiliano Zapata Street
Academy Teacher collects water samples.

Miriam Velasco of LMI

Mr. Faulkner’s 6th grade class at St. Paul’s Episcopal
Middle School begins water testing for 2018-2019.

Duy Anh Truong from Laney College assists
with EPA Citizen Monitoring for E.coli

LMI Volunteers dealt with many dumped scooters this month.

FLYER – COMMUNITY MEETING –

Homelessness around Lake Merritt and Cabin Village
Thursday, September 13
6:00-7:30 pm
Lake Merritt United Methodist Church
1330 Lakeshore Ave.
Councilmembers Abel Guillén and Lynette Gibson McElhaney invite you to join a community conversation
with staff from the City Administrator’s office to learn more about efforts to address homelessness around
Lake Merritt and get your feedback on a proposed plan for a “community cabin village” (navigation center)
on the Henry J. Kaiser Auditorium parking lot.

The Cabin Village
The Cabin Village is a temporary, community-based response to homelessness in Oakland. Villages with
small Tuff-Shed-style (8’x15’) structures typically serve up to 40 people at any one time. Once the village
opens and alternative shelter is available to homeless campers in the parklands around Lake Merritt, the City
will enforce the “no camping” rules there. At the village located on the Kaiser Auditorium parking lot,
residents will receive on-site personal care, and professional staff will help them move into transitional or
permanent housing.
The new cabin village will include:
➤ A hard roof with basic sanitary services such as porta-potties, hand-washing stations and garbage
service, privacy (usually two people per unit), 24/7 site security, and limited storage for personal
possessions.
➤ Limited food service (breakfast and dinner) and access to mobile shower facilities are also
provided.
➤ A variety of counseling services, such as housing navigation and connections to health, mental
health and addiction recovery service, are offered to residents.
For more information: Pamela Erickson, perickson@oaklandca.gov, 510-238-7023

Dr. Bailey’s Letter to Mayor Libby Schaaf:
First of all let me say that I heartily support Oakland's efforts to alleviate the homeless crisis, and those of
Lake Merritt Advocates, and the Homeless Advocacy Working Group.
I support the shelter concept, but having heard that a location (the Kaiser Convention Center) by the Lake
Merritt Channel is a potential site for such a shelter village, I must object to using that location. Due to the
natural values of the channel, it is incompatible with the construction of homeless housing (which - let's face
it - may become permanent). Tidal flows carry anything (trash, etc.) draining into the channel to both Lake
Merritt, and the Oakland Inner Harbor, thus dispersing it to a wider area. What happens around the channel
does not stay in the channel. In addition, and especially important, this tidal slough is critical wildlife habitat
in an area where it is severely limited. Water quality in the channel and Lake Merritt needs to be
protected. The shelters need to be constructed elsewhere.
The Lake Merritt Institute has already pulled some type of tuff shed shelter from the channel.
Elsewhere should be a portion of the parking lot at the Oakland Coliseum, soon to be vacated by the Oakland
Warriors. This expanse of concrete sits empty for what? 90% of the time. It also includes existing bathroom
facilities, eliminating the need for expensive other arrangements. Surely the A's and Raiders (if they stay in
Oakland) can give up a portion of the parking lot to help solve the homeless crisis. In addition, the site is
adjacent to BART.
I urge you to find a location other than near the Lake Merritt Channel for the next homeless village.
Richard Bailey
Founder, The Lake Merritt Institute
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E-SCOOTERS in the LAKE:

If not picked up soon, these scooters could end up being tossed back in the lake.

